TUNE-IN INSTRUCTIONS:

MAKE SURE YOU'RE FOLLOWING
@THEREALDEBBIEALLEN ON INSTAGRAM.

- When someone you follow shares a live video, their profile picture will appear at the top of your Instagram home page with a colorful ring around it and the word "LIVE". Tap or click their profile picture to view their live video.
- You can watch live videos on the Instagram app or on Instagram.com.

DONATE, COMMENT, SHARE, AND LIKE THE LIVESTREAM!

While viewing the #DanceToTheMusic live-stream on @TheRealDebbieAllen's account, you can donate to the cause, leave comments, like and share the live stream.

- Tap the "Donate" button at the bottom of the live to help us raise funds to keep the dance community supported during COVID-19 and amplify social justice organizations in the fight against racism.
- Tap "Comment" at the bottom of the screen to leave a comment. Anyone who's viewing the video can see when you like or comment.
- Tap the heart ❤️ button to like the video.